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Purpose: Fluid overload (FO) in critically ill patients remains a challenging clinical dilemma,
and many continuous intravenous (IV) medications in the US are being delivered as a dilute
solution, adding significantly to a patient’s daily intake. This study describes the costs and
outcomes of FO in patients receiving multiple continuous infusions.
Materials and methods: A retrospective study was conducted using a hospital administrative
database covering .500 US hospitals. An FO cohort included adult intensive care unit (ICU)
patients with a central line receiving IV loop diuretics and 2+ continuous IV infusions on 50%+
of their ICU days; a directly matched non-FO cohort included patients without IV diuretic use.
The primary outcome of the study was total hospitalization costs per visit. Additional outcomes
were ICU costs, mortality, total and ICU length of stay (LOS), 30-day readmission rates, and
ventilator use. Unadjusted descriptive analysis was performed using chi-squared or paired t-tests
to compare outcomes between the two cohorts.
Results: A total of 63,974 patients were identified in each cohort. The total hospitalization
cost per visit for the FO cohort was US$15,344 higher than the non-FO cohort (US$42,386 vs
US$27,042), and the ICU cost for the FO cohort was US$5,243 higher than the non-FO cohort
(US$10,902 vs US$5,659). FO patients had higher mortality (20% vs 16.8%), prolonged LOS
(11.5 vs 8.0 days), longer ICU LOS (6.2 vs 3.6 days), higher risk of 30-day readmission (21.8% vs
21.3%), and ventilator usage (47.7% vs 28.3%) than the non-FO cohort (all P,0.05).
Conclusion: In patients receiving multiple continuous infusions, FO is associated with increased
health care resources and costs. Maximally concentrating medications and proactively providing
continuous medications in small-volume infusions (SVI) could be a potential solution to prevent
iatrogenic FO in critically ill patients. Further prospective research is warranted to assess the
impact of the SVI dispensing model on patient outcomes and health care costs.
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Limited information regarding the relationship between medication administration
and fluid balance appears within clinical literature; however, the importance of fluid
balance and the prevention of fluid overload (FO) in many disease states remains a
prevalent discussion both clinically and economically.1–19 Fluid restriction via enhanced
recovery after surgery (ERAS) or other similar initiatives is considered safe and effective and reported to decrease postoperative complications and hospital length of stay
(LOS).1,2,5,8,15,20 In 2005, Brouse et al demonstrated an intensive care unit (ICU) LOS
increase of 3.1 days in heart failure patients receiving .1.25 L of fluid per day compared
to patients receiving ,1.25 L daily.7 Magee and Zbrozek reported similar clinical findings for transfusion-associated FO and demonstrated an adjusted incremental hospital
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cost of US$14,062 per visit compared to the non-FO patients,
concluding that the incidence of FO is underreported, albeit
substantial.21
Once diagnosed, FO is treated with diuretics or costly
mechanical fluid removal methods such as dialysis or
ultrafiltration.18,20,22 Intravenous (IV) loop diuretics are the
mainstay of treatment, yet diuretics are associated with
numerous complications, most notably renal failure and/or
electrolyte disturbances that can lead to cardiac arrhythmias
and sudden death.23–25 The replacement of essential electrolytes is also not without risk of serious side effects and
further iatrogenic FO.26
To minimize the concern of FO and prevent this vicious
treatment cycle, proactive conservative fluid management
is recommended.1–5,8,18–20,27 Various techniques exist, but
each involves restricting IV fluid volume administered to
patients. However, particularly in the US, critical infusions
are commonly delivered to adult patients using dilute
solutions and a large volume pump. Large-volume drug
infusions can significantly contribute to a patient’s daily
fluid intake and impose a risk of FO.18
One therapeutic option to achieve conservative fluid
management is predicated on the administration of maximally
concentrated medications via syringe pump, also known as
small-volume infusion (SVI). The SVI delivery method is
widely used outside the US, in countries such as the UK, as
the main method for adult IV medication administration for
drugs with a short half-life or narrow therapeutic margin.28
However, in the US, delivering maximally concentrated
continuous medications as standard of care in adult areas is
generally limited or only implemented once patients have
entered the cycle of FO and diuresis.
While literature on the benefit of conservative fluid management is abundant, there has been little study examining the
clinical or economic impacts of iatrogenic FO. Therefore, as
an initial step, a retrospective descriptive study was conducted
using a large hospital administrative database to describe an
FO patient population in the adult ICU that was receiving
multiple continuous infusions. The intent was to estimate
health care costs and utilization of an FO cohort compared to
a non-FO cohort and better understand the potential benefits
of conservative fluid management, such as the delivery of
concentrated medications.

Materials and methods
Premier database
Data for the study were derived from the Premier Research
Database (Premier, Inc., Charlotte, NC, USA). The database
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is the largest US hospital clinical and economic database, and
contains data from more than 445 million patient encounters across 581 hospitals, representing approximately one
in every five discharges in the US. It contains data from
hospital discharge files, including a patient’s demographics
and diagnoses, all services billed while at a hospital, such
as medications charged as administered, and all procedures
performed. Drug utilization information was available by
day of stay and included quantity, dosing, strength used, and
cost; however, the database did not include clinical information such as dilutions performed by the hospital pharmacy
or amounts received by the patient. Information on hospital
characteristics, including geographic location, bed size, and
type (eg, community, academic) were also obtained.

Patient identification
and selection criteria
A cohort of adult ICU patients with FO were defined using the
following criteria: 1) at least 18 years at admission, 2) an ICU
visit occurring between January 1, 2010 and December 31,
2012, 3) the use of at least one IV loop diuretic (Table 1) on at
least 50% of ICU days, 4) a central line in place, and 5) the use
of at least two commonly used continuously administered IV
drugs on at least 50% of ICU days (Table 1). When a patient
had more than one discharge during the study window that
met the inclusion criteria, the earliest discharge was retained
as the index discharge for the study.
In addition, a cohort of non-FO patients was identified
that matched the FO cohort inclusion criteria but did not
have any IV diuretic use during the ICU stay. Patients in the
FO cohort were directly matched 1:1 to the non-FO cohort
on: 1) age group, 2) sex, 3) Major Diagnosis Categories
(MDCs), and 4) patient severity as measured by Charlson
comorbidity index (CCI)29 categories. Only the patients in
the matched FO and non-FO cohorts were included in the
study analysis.
Table 1 Study infusions and diuretics
IV loop diuretics

Commonly used continuously
administered IV medications

Bumetanide
Ethacrynate sodium
Furosemide
Torsemide

Dexmedetomidine
Dopamine
Norepinephrine
Milrinone
Nitroglycerin
Nesiritide
Phenylephrine
Vecuronium

Propofol
Epinephrine
Lidocaine
Dobutamine
Nitroprusside
Nicardipine
Rocuronium

Abbreviation: IV, intravenous.
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Outcomes
The primary outcome for the study was total hospital cost per
visit as reported by the hospital, and a secondary outcome
was ICU cost. The cost data were extracted and summed
from the hospital billing records, while the ICU cost calculation was based upon line items associated with an ICU
departmental code. Additional secondary outcomes included
hospital LOS, ICU LOS, inpatient mortality, readmissions,
number of days on a ventilator per visit, and prevalence of
the complications ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP;
International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision,
Clinical Modification [ICD-9 CM] Diagnosis 997.31), central
line-acquired bloodstream infection (CLABSI; ICD-9-CM
Diagnosis 999.31), and Clostridium difficile (C. diff; ICD-9
CM Diagnosis 008.45).

Statistical analysis
Unadjusted descriptive statistics were used to characterize
the patients meeting the selection criteria. Data measured
on a continuous scale were expressed as mean and standard
deviation. Since some continuous variables such as costs,
LOS, and number of days on ventilation did not follow a
normal distribution, median and interquartile range (IQR)
were reported for those variables as well. Categorical
data were expressed as counts and percentages of patients

within the categories. Bivariate analysis was performed to
compare variables between the FO and non-FO groups.
Paired t-tests were performed to test for determination of
statistical differences in continuous variables as appropriate.
Chi-squared tests were used to test for statistical differences
in categorical variables. Statistical analysis was performed
using SAS statistical software (v9.2; SAS Institute Inc.,
Cary, NC, USA).

Results
There were 64,132 patients with FO evidenced by the
use of IV loop diuretics, and 131,223 met the comparison
cohort definition. After the 1:1 direct match, 63,974 patients
remained in each of the two cohorts. The patient attrition is
depicted in Figure 1.
Demographic and hospital characteristics for the FO
and non-FO cohorts are reported in Table 2. The majority
of the patients were elderly with a mean age of 66 years;
therefore, Medicare was the largest primary payer (62.4%
and 65.2%, respectively). The majority of the FO cohort was
identified from hospitals that were non-teaching (57.0%),
located in an urban area (89.5%), and from hospitals with
.300 beds (74.2%). Similarly, the non-FO cohort was also
primarily identified from non-teaching hospitals (57.8%),
urban areas (89.1%), and from hospitals with .300 beds

Premier database
312,906,449

Adult inpatient discharges
January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2012
15,451,120

Index discharges with one or
more ICU days
2,210,920

Administered at least one IV
loop diuretic on 50%+ ICU days
145,206

Central line placed
598,887

FO cohort: central line, 2+ IV drugs on
50% ICU days, and received at least one
IV loop diuretic on 50%+ ICU days
64,132

Matched FO cohort
63,974

Dispensed at least two IV
drugs (listed) on 50%+ ICU days
239,447

Non-FO cohort: central line, 2+ IV
drugs on 50%+ ICU days, but received
no IV loop diuretics during ICU stay
131,233

Directly matched on age, sex, MDC,
and CCI

Matched non-FO cohort
63,974

Figure 1 Patient attrition for the FO and non-FO cohorts.
Abbreviations: CCI, Charlson comorbidity index; FO, fluid overload; ICU, intensive care unit; IV, intravenous; MDC, Major Diagnosis Categories.
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Table 2 Demographics and hospital characteristics of the matched
FO and non-FO cohorts
Description

FO cohort
N (%)

Non-FO
cohort
N (%)

Total patients
Hospitals
Age
18–44
45–54
55–64
65–74
75+

63,974
477

63,974
479

4,794 (7.5%)
7,838 (12.3%)
14,575 (22.8%)
17,310 (27.1%)
19,457 (30.4%)
Mean (SD)

4,794 (7.5%)
7,838 (12.3%)
14,575 (22.8%)
17,310 (27.1%)
19,457 (30.4%)
Mean (SD)

Age in years
Sex
Female
Male
Race
Black
Other
White
Ethnicity
 Hispanic
 Non-Hispanic
Other
Primary payer
Medicare
Medicaid
Managed care
Charity/indigent
 Any other payer
Teaching
 Nonteaching
Teaching
Urban/rural
Rural
Urban
Geographic region
 East North
Central
 East South
Central
Middle Atlantic
Mountain
 New England
Pacific
 South Atlantic
 West North
Central
 West South
Central
Bed size

66.0 (14.2)

65.9 (14.3)

28,251 (44.2%)
35,723 (55.8%)

28,251 (44.2%)
35,723 (55.8%)

6,371 (10.0%)
12,762 (20.0%)
44,841 (70.1%)

8,572 (13.4%)
12,096 (18.9%)
43,306 (67.7%)

3,278 (5.1%)
30,502 (47.7%)
30,194 (47.2%)

3,930 (6.1%)
36,054 (56.4%)
23,990 (37.5%)

39,933 (62.4%)
5,353 (8.4%)
14,842 (23.2%)
553 (0.9%)
3,293 (5.2%)

41,708 (65.2%)
5,205 (8.1%)
13,444 (21.0%)
476 (0.7%)
3,141 (4.9%)

,100
100–199
200–299
300–499
500+

Exactly matched
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0.038
Exactly matched

,0.001

,0.001

0.006
36,472 (57.0%)
27,502 (43.0%)

36,954 (57.8%)
27,020 (42.2%)

6,749 (10.6%)
57,225 (89.5%)

6,978 (10.9%)
56,996 (89.1%)

0.039

,0.001
8,520 (13.3%)

9,215 (14.4%)

3,751 (5.9%)

3,689 (5.8%)

3,822 (6.0%)
3,101 (4.9%)
2,656 (4.2%)
10,474 (16.4%)
18,835 (29.4%)
4,822 (7.5%)

5,346 (8.4%)
4,196 (6.6%)
2,445 (3.8%)
9,156 (14.3%)
17,496 (27.4%)
3,781 (5.9%)

7,993 (12.5%)

8,650 (13.5%)

1,079 (1.7%)
5,236 (8.2%)
10,204 (16.0%)
25,241 (39.5%)
22,214 (34.7%)

916 (1.4%)
6,636 (10.4%)
10,467 (16.4%)
24,999 (39.1%)
20,956 (32.8%)

,0.001
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,0.001

Abbreviation: FO, fluid overload.
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P-values

(71.9%). Although the distribution of age categories, sex, CCI
categories, and MDCs of the non-FO cohort were matched
exactly to the FO cohort, there were still differences in the
distribution of race, ethnicity, and hospital characteristics.
Table 3 presents the distribution of clinical characteristics.
The FO patients were less likely to be discharged home, were
more severe as measured by all patient refined–diagnosisrelated group (APR–DRG) severity,30 and had higher risk of

Description

FO cohort
N (%)

Non-FO cohort
N (%)

Total patients
Admission type
Elective
Emergency
Other/unknown
Urgent
Trauma
Discharge status
 Hospice
Transferred
Expired
 Home
 SNF
Other/unknown
APR–DRG severity
of illness
1= minor
2= moderate
3= major
4= extreme
APR–DRG risk of
mortality
1= minor
2= moderate
3= major
4= extreme
Charlson comorbidity
index score
0
1
2
3
4
5+
Type of ICU
 MICU/unspecified/
other*
 SICU
CICU
PACU

63,974

63,974

17,031 (26.6%)
35,160 (55.0%)
255 (0.4%)
11,260 (17.6%)
268 (0.4%)

17,262 (27.0%)
36,310 (56.8%)
275 (0.4%)
9,818 (15.3%)
309 (0.5%)

2,047 (3.2%)
8,261 (12.9%)
12,782 (20.0%)
30,338 (47.4%)
9,817 (15.4%)
729 (1.1%)

1,704 (2.7%)
5,495 (8.6%)
10,729 (16.8%)
35,994 (56.3%)
9,136 (14.3%)
916 (1.4%)

P-values

,0.001

,0.001

,0.001
1,473 (2.3%)
7,304 (11.4%)
16,164 (25.3%)
39,033 (61.0%)

3,574 (5.6%)
12,951 (20.2%)
19,892 (31.1%)
27,557 (43.1%)
,0.001

4,162 (6.5%)
9,898 (15.5%)
16,500 (25.8%)
33,414 (52.2%)

8,263 (12.9%)
14,873 (23.2%)
17,322 (27.1%)
23,516 (36.8%)
Exactly
matched

7,300 (11.4%)
12,403 (19.4%)
12,705 (19.9%)
10,478 (16.4%)
8,106 (12.7%)
12,982 (20.3%)

7,300 (11.4%)
12,403 (19.4%)
12,705 (19.9%)
10,478 (16.4%)
8,106 (12.7%)
12,982 (20.3%)

22,418 (35.0%)

24,373 (38.1%)

,0.001

4,485 (7.0%)
31,819 (49.8%)
15,834 (24.8%)

4,218 (6.6%)
27,377 (42.7%)
18,253 (28.5%)

,0.001
,0.001
,0.001

Note: *No SICU, CICU, or PACU use.
Abbreviations: APR–DRG, all patient refined–diagnosis-related group; CICU, cardiac
intensive care unit; FO, fluid overload; ICU, intensive care unit; PACU, postanesthesia
care unit; SICU, surgical intensive care unit; SNF, skilled nursing facility.
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mortality compared to the non-FO cohort. In addition, the
FO patients had more IV potassium chloride use than the
non-FO patients (29.0 vs 18.4%, P,0.001; Table 4) and were
more likely to be treated in cardiac ICUs (49.8% vs 42.7%,
P,0.001). While specific diagnoses varied, 94.4% of the FO
patients and 91.2% of non-FO patients had a cardiac-related
discharge diagnosis during their hospitalizations.
The unadjusted descriptive statistics of the outcomes
are reported in Table 4. The average total hospital cost per
visit of the FO cohort was US$15,344, or 56.7% higher,
than that of the non-FO cohort (US$42,386 vs US$27,042,
P,0.001). In particular, the average ICU cost per FO visit
(US$10,902) was almost twice as much as the average ICU
cost per non-FO visit (US$5,659, P,0.001). The overall and
ICU LOS were also longer in the FO cohort as compared to
the non-FO cohort (overall LOS: 11.5 days vs 8.0 days, ICU
LOS: 6.2 days vs 3.6 days, P,0.001).
As shown in Table 4, the FO cohort had a significantly
higher inpatient mortality rate than the non-FO patients
(20.0% vs 16.8%, P,0.001). FO patients were also more

likely to use ventilators during their stay (47.7% vs 28.3%,
P,0.001). Among those with ventilator use, FO patients
spent more days on a ventilator on average than non-FO
patients (3.7 days vs 2.8 days, P,0.001).
Additional secondary outcomes were compared between
the two cohorts, such as 30-day readmission rates, days to
readmission, and prevalence of complications (data not
shown). The 30-day readmission rate in the FO cohort
(21.8%) was higher than the non-FO patients (21.3%,
P=0.032). Furthermore, among those with readmission, the
patients in the non-FO cohort had readmissions 3.5 days later
compared to FO patients (30.5 days vs 34.0, respectively,
P,0.001).

Discussion
Optimal fluid management remains a key issue in the
treatment of patients from the surgical realm to the ICU.
Programs such as ERAS and early goal-directed therapy
(EGDT) demonstrate the benefits of conservative fluid
management.1,2,4,15,20,31 Specifically, Hübner et al reported

Table 4 Outcomes of the matched FO and non-FO cohorts
Admission/discharge description

FO cohort (N, %)

Non-FO cohort (N, %)

Total patients
Cost
Overall cost (mean/SD)
   Median (IQR)
 ICU cost (mean/SD)
   Median (IQR)
LOS
Overall LOS in days (mean/SD)
   Median (IQR)
 ICU LOS in days (mean/SD)
   Median (IQR)
Mortality
 Inpatient mortality (N, %)
Ventilator use
 Any ventilator use (N, %)
Days on ventilation* (mean/SD)
   Median (IQR)
Use of electrolytes
 IV potassium chloride
 IV sodium chloride
Other electrolytes
All-cause readmission
30-day all-cause readmission
Infections
VAP
CLABSI
C. diff

63,974

63,974

US$42,386 (US$38,584)
US$33,218 (US$20,615–US$51,960)
US$10,902 (US$16,908)
US$6,615 (US$3,541–US$13,243)

US$27,042 (US$25,112)
US$21,635 (US$12,707–US$33,637)
US$5,659 (US$7,406)
US$3,621 (US$2,153–US$6,479)

,0.001

11.5 (10.2)
9.0 (6.0–15.0)
6.2 (6.8)
4.0 (2.0–8.0)

8.0 (8.6)
6.0 (3.0–10.0)
3.6 (4.2)
2.0 (1.0–4.0)

,0.001

12,782 (20.0%)

10,729 (16.8%)

,0.001

30,535 (47.7%)
3.73 (5.2)
1.0 (2.0–4.0)

18,133 (28.3%)
2.8 (4.5)
1.0 (1.0–2.0)

,0.001
,0.001

18,561 (29.0%)
28,450 (44.5%)
16,692 (26.1%)

11,765 (18.4%)
28,328 (44.3%)
12,024 (18.8%)

,0.001
,0.001
,0.001

11,199 (21.8%)

11,452 (21.3%)

0.032

332 (0.5%)
386 (0.6%)
1,562 (2.4%)

112 (0.2%)
527 (0.8%)
1,537 (2.4%)

,0.001
,0.001
0.649

P-values

,0.001

,0.001

Note: *Among patients with ventilator use.
Abbreviations: C. diff, Clostridium difficile; CLABSI, central line-acquired bloodstream infection; FO, fluid overload; ICU, intensive care unit; IQR, interquartile range;
IV, intravenous; LOS, length of stay; SD, standard deviation; VAP, ventilator-associated pneumonia.
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both decreased patient morbidity postoperatively and
a shorter mean hospital LOS of 5 days versus 9 days
(P,0.001) through the judicious use of fluids and careful
prescription of vasopressors in an ERAS setting.1 Other trials
demonstrate significantly decreased postoperative complication rates and no increased patient harm using restrictive
perioperative fluids.8,14
The high costs of FO exhibited in both the current
study and others highlight the importance of conservative
fluid management in all areas of fluid delivery, including
medications. Because all patients within the study were
receiving at least two continuous infusions on at least half
of their ICU days, medication administration was included
as a part of their daily fluid intake. One potential approach
to implement proactive conservative fluid management is
to shift from dilute solutions to the SVI model. Due to the
continuity of flow of syringe-driven pumps compared to
pumps with a peristaltic delivery mechanism, syringe pumps
can accurately deliver IV medications in small volumes and
achieve a constant blood concentration of the drug.26 This
model will allow medical providers to further conservative
fluid management efforts, thereby decreasing the risk of FO
and potentially helping to reduce health care costs.
The medications patients received in this study were
selected under the assumption that the drugs were being
delivered continuously in dilute solutions, and thus would be
appropriate for delivery by an SVI model. Using maximal
concentrations described in literature, for example, as much
as 1,012 mL of fluid per day could be saved for an 80 kg
patient continuously receiving norepinephrine at an average dose of 15 µg/minute.32,33 Additional medications not
delivered continuously, such as antibiotics, could also have
the ability to be concentrated to further decrease a patient’s
fluid intake, allowing clinicians to focus on nutrition and
maintaining a patient’s fluid balance.
Although this study did not directly examine the effect
of concentrated medication delivery on health care costs, it
demonstrated that an FO group receiving continuous infusions was associated with prolonged hospital stay, higher
costs, and higher mortality in ICU patients using a large US
hospital database. In a 3-year period, the 63,974 FO patients
cost US$984 million (M) more than the non-FO patients,
or US$328 M annually for the 477 hospitals included in
the study. If implementation of the SVI model could have
prevented even a portion of the patients from experiencing FO, there would be significant savings in health care
costs. These findings were consistent with previous studies
that examined the effects of FO in patients with specific
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diseases such as acute decompensated heart failure, acute
kidney injury, or patients receiving fresh frozen plasma.5,7,21
Moreover, this study included patients in all disease states
who were treated in hospital ICUs, showing evidence that
FO can affect patients with a wide range of diseases, and
that improvement in fluid management practices could have
a positive effect hospital-wide on both clinical and economic
outcomes.
However, this study is limited in several aspects. The
definition of FO was based on the evidence of IV loop
diuretic use during 50% or more ICU days, which should
be clinically validated. As the database was charge-based,
many clinical indicators such as laboratory values, patient
weights, and fluid intake/output were not available. The fluid
volume information was also not complete in the hospital
billing records; therefore, examination was not possible for
the specific volume of fluid for every patient in the study. As
such, a clear distinction between general FO and iatrogenicinduced FO cannot be made.
As in all retrospective observational studies, the patients
in the FO cohort and non-FO cohort were not randomly
assigned; therefore, there is a potential bias due to the difference in patients’ severity and unmeasured confounders.
Although direct matching was performed using patients’
age group, sex, and MDC and CCI categories, an unadjusted
descriptive analysis was conducted in the study that did not
include additional adjustments for potential selection bias or
confounding. Therefore, estimates described may be either
over- or under-estimated because the two cohorts differed on
characteristics that were not statistically controlled, but still
provides an overview of FO patients compared to non-FO
patients. These data do not establish a causal relationship
between FO and increased costs and LOS, only an association.
The difference observed may entirely be due to the critical
illness of the patients and the burden of the ICU stay.
Finally, as only a limited list of commonly used IV medications was included in the study, all patients with potential
iatrogenic FO may not have been captured. Many other
drugs are available and the use varies based upon hospital
formulary, availability, and physician preference.

Conclusion
This study serves as an initial attempt to characterize patients
with FO who are receiving multiple continuous infusions and
the associated economic burden placed on the US health care
system. The findings of the study are hypothesis-generating,
and further research is warranted to assess the impact of
medication delivery on FO. As a next step, a prospective
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study comparing critically ill adult patients receiving standard
of care infusions to those receiving maximally concentrated
medications could directly examine the effect of a small-volume infusion model on clinical and economic outcomes.
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